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EDΙToRΙAL

Pap-smear diagnosis represents perhaps the most successful attempt of medical science and praοtiοe to
face the threat of cancer in humans. George Papanikolaou through pioneer microsοopiο λsearch is
considered the founder οf the related methοdology since the first half of the 20'h centιrry. Since then,
the examination of the uterus cerγix and the analysis of the specimen through a microscofe has become
a standard practice for medical doctors worldwide. The even increasing number of pe-ople subjected
periodically to this routine examination' rendΘrs the establishment of reliable automated techniques for
cell classification and diagnosis an urgent need, aS cyto-teοhnicians face serious difficulties from
continuously increased routine workload. Τhe pap-smear database provides data and a baseline for
comparing classification methods. Τhe data base contains 917 images of pap-smear cells, classified
carefully by cyto-technicians and doctors in the Ηerlev University Hospital, Denmark. Each cell is
described by 20 numerical features, and the cells fall into 7 classes. Students and researchers can access
the database on the Ιntemet, and use it to test and compare their own classification methods.

The first aim of the current special session is to introduce a carefully selected set of data, representing
images o cells, either nοrmal or abnοrmal, in order to attract scientists from different disciplines who
would like to implement reliable methods for data analysis and cell reοognition an classification'
Αnother aim of the session is related to the experimentation using nature-inspired intelligent
techniques, in an attempt to gain credit from embedding them in more complex schemes of diagnosis,
generalization and data classification. Ιn this sense, different approaches are presented and discussed in
the papers that follow, which belong to:

a. standard (conventional) numerical data analysis techniques
b. heuristic search algorithmic optimization methods
c. computational intelligence techniques based on evolutionary optimization
d. nature inspired techniques Brief characteization of the outcome (accurate, NΙ can Serve aS a

good alterτrative to ΑΙ/CΙ in specific tasks like optimization)

Ιn (b), (c), and (d), of the abovementioned approaches, the final ciassification task, is always performed
through a variation of the typical nearest neighbor classification techniques, a fact which renders the
proposed techrriques as hybrid intelligent schemes for data classification. Ιt is clear, that nature inspired
techniques, can mainly perform adequately if not greatly- the task of solving complex optimization
problems, such as the feature subset selection problem, which is the case in this problem.

Νevertheless, a variety of previous intelligent approaches have been applied to an older database,
consisting of similar t1pe of data, also available from Herlev University Ηospital, Denmark. Those data
should be considered somewhat worse in quality of information representation, thus it was later
decided to be substituted by the newer data collection. Among the methods applied to the old data set
can be found the following approaches:

- Ι'Ιeuro-fuzzy approaches
- Second Order Neural Networks
- Genetic Programming
- Εvolutionary Neural Logic Networks
- Νearest Neigbor ClassiΓιcation
- Ηard aπd Fιτzzy C-means classification

Due to this work previously elaborated by collaborative researchers on the problem οf pap-smear
diagnosis, detailed cοmparison and discussion has been included in the papers or tιri, speciλl sessiοn,
regarding the performance of the new proposed approaches to the o1d data set. Results show that the
proposed methods outperfom all the previous ones, rendering this issue a useful standard basis for the
application of future similar intelligent attempts for analyzing the new pap-smear database benchmark.



Data are available at www.fuzzv. iau. dtu.dl</download/smear2005

The electronic version ofthe special session proceedings as well as the relatοd presentation slides will
be available to download at http://decision.fme.aeqean.gr/pap-smear, shortly after the syrnposium.

The speοial sessiοn organizers would like to express their thanks to NΙSΙS Sοientific Committee, for
their funding suppοrt as wel1 as for giving them the opportunity to organize this sessiοn, as part of the
NΙSΙS Annual Symposium, NΙSΙS-2006, Puerto de|aCruz, Tenerife, Spain,29 Nov. - O1 Dec. 2006.
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ΡRoF. GEORGΙOS PAPANΙCOLAOU (MD) AND ΗΙS

PΙoNEER RESEARCH oN PAP-SMEAR DΙΑGNOSΙS

..\

George Nicholas Papanicolaοu (or Georgtos

Papanikolaοu) was born on the 13th of May 1883,

in Kymi (or Coumi) of Evia Ιsland, Greece, to

Nicholas (a physician) and Mary Critsutas

Papanicolaou. Ηe received an M.D. degree from

thδ University of Αthens (190a) and a PhD in

biological sciences and zoology from the

University of Munich (1910). Ηe got married to

Αndromachque (Mary) Mavroyeni in 1910. He
initially worked as a physiologist for an

expedition of the oceanographic Ιnstitute of
Monaco for οne year. Ιn |9|2,he took part in the

Balkan War, as an officer in the Greek anny

medical coφs. Ηe then moved to USΑ in 1913,

where he worked initially as a salesman and as a

violin player in restaurants. Soon he started

working as an anatomy assistant at Comell
University, where he became a fuIl professor in

Ι924. He was also occupied as a patholοgist in

New York Ηospital (1913) and he became a USΑ
citizen ιπ \921.

11

George Papanicοlaou was associated with the Cornell University school of mediοine for 48 years as a

phrriiun and researοher. While studying microsοopiο slides of οells that had been cast off (exfoliated)

ιn body fluids of 1abo.uλry uni-uls λnd humans, hi recognized the presΘnce of abnorma1 cancer ce1ls'

Τhe disοovery led to the fu-oω test that bears the first syllable of his last name, the Pap test' He is

recoμized by his colleagues aS the father of modem cytο1ogy. Papanicolaou's early work studied the

rο1e of οhrοmosomes ir' ,Ξ, d.t".-ination. During these sfudies Papanicolaou noted cyclical changes in

ι arious vaginal discharφs from test animals that Papanicolaou linked to the οvarian and uterine cycles'

Specificall"y, at Corneli Pφanicolaou began.workiλg with microscope slides of vaginal secretiοns of

-guinea 
pigs, where ιre oυreλeα that changes in fοrms of the epithelial cel1s (the outer 1ayer of the skin

οr of an organ) correspond with the animal's eStruS or menstrual cycle' Using the-changes as a

rneasuring deviοe, r'" .,^i^ ab1e to sfudy sex homones and the mensttua1 cyc1es of other laboratοry

animals. Ιπ L923 in an attempt to test his theories in humans, Ρapanicolaou undertook a study of human

ι asinal Smears. ο*irg t'l' '."r"ur"h Papanicolaou observed that smears from women who had been

diagnosed with cervicai cancer showed cellular abnormalities (enlarged, deformed, or hyperchromatic

nuclei).Writing in the medical journal Groιηth iπ 1'920, he outlined his theory that a microsοopic smear

οf ι.aginal fluid could Jet*l iιr" presenc€ of cancer cells in the uterus. For a decade he paid little

artention to his research in this u."r, brt after the encouragement of his colleagues at Cornell, continuοd

his researοh on the matter and devoted fu1l time to his research. Later in |943,he published his findings

shoιι.ing Smears of vaginal fluid which could indicate cervical and uterine cancer before symptoms

appear. The ',new 
"uri"". 

diagnοsis," the Pap smear test, wοn acceptance and became a routine

screening technique. During a pap-test, a scriping or smear is taken from the 'i/oman's cervix (the

mοuth of the uterus) ".'';λ 
th" rugiru, thenls stained and examined under the microsοope, where

cells may appear normal, canοerous' or Susplctous. Ιt is a simple, painless, and effeοtive means of ear1y

canceΙ detection. rupuni*trou's Γλdings_in fact meant that cerviοal cancer οould be detected and

ιreated before it could metastasize to othΞr sites. The paper and the Pap test prοved to be a fundamental

m11estone in the treatment of a deadly canοer in womδn. Papanico1aou won international reοognition

1br his research fr.'dir'gr. ιt" '|.rt 
λch of his time promoting the test and trained thousands of

students in the micros"Ξpi" J"t".,ion techniques. once ihe test had been aοcepted, he began to apply

the same principle of eλliate c1'tology to cancers of the 1ung, stomach, and bladder' At Comell he

tbunded the Papaniοotuo,, ι.r"u..h cJnter where he was working seven days a week peering at slides

and looking for malignant cells. Ηe was very rarely going on -vacation 
stating that his work was

extremely interesting inα ο"-urrαing. Ηis \vit" -oiιω -ith ι'i- for a long time as his research
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assistant' Papanicolaou rryon twelve prestigiοus awards including the Borden aιι'ard of the Αssociationof MedicalColleges in 1940, the Lasker aivard of the Public Ηea1tΓΑssοciation in 195O. and the honormedal from the American Cancer Society ιn 1952' His native t"*; 
"iK;;;l.r"-Jii'.i;;;;; SquarΘin his honor' He was the author of 4 books and 15O articles. Αround 1961 he toοk over theΡapanicolaou Cancer Ιnstitute in Miami. While he -;" p;;;; io. tι,. fuπher expansion of theinstitute he suffered a heart attack and died on February lq,'rsο'. Ιi. *as buried in USΑ (Clinton, NJ).Ιn19'92' the 

'JournαΙ 
of the Floridα Medicαl Αssociαtion ir*"α 

" 
ir'iny year commemorative of hisdeath' which states that because of his persistence, there has been a seventy-percent decrease incervical and uterine οancer. His techniquei are also υ"i"g upμi"J io o,ιr". organs and systems in theuse of fine needle aspiration.
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